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Phase transition for a 8 -monolayer Sn-adsorbed Cu(001) bimetallic surface alloy
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Structural transition of 3/8 monolayer Sn-adsorbed Cu共001兲 surface alloy and the changes in the Sn-induced
surface resonance band have been studied by low-energy electron diffraction and angle-resolved photoemission
−4 2
spectroscopy. The surface structure reversibly changes between 共 0 4 兲 periodicity at low temperature and 共1
⫻ 1兲 periodicity at high temperature. This transition is interpreted as an order-disorder transition from the
structure model while the resonance band of the 3/8-ML Sn/Cu共001兲 surface significantly changes with the
transition. The band folds back with an energy gap with decreasing temperature through the transition temperature. The backfolding point of the band is close to the Fermi wave number in reciprocal space in the angle
range between 0° and 11° from the ¯⌫ M̄ line, and is independent of surface Brillouin-zone boundary.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.79.115449

PACS number共s兲: 73.20.At, 68.35.Rh

I. INTRODUCTION

Origin of surface phase transition in low-dimensional materials is one of the most important topics because of their
varieties and complexity. Typical examples are bimetallic
surface alloys such as elements of groups 13 and 14 of the
Periodic Table 共In, Sn, Tl, and Pb兲 adsorbed on the Cu共001兲
in a submonolayer region. The surfaces have been both experimentally and theoretically studied for the structural transition and electronic states.1–14 In these studies, the correlation was pointed out between the structural transition and
formation of an energy gap in a surface resonance band
around the Fermi energy 共EF兲.
Among these, tin-adsorbed Cu共001兲 surfaces 关Sn/
Cu共001兲兴 have been studied for more than two decades because their morphologies largely depends on the tin coverage
in submonolayer range. Four ordered structures of the Sn/
Cu共001兲 surfaces were first systematically studied by Argile
and Rhead.15,16 The surface structures were reinterpreted by
McLoughlin et al.17 using a quantitative analysis of energydependent
low-energy
electron-diffraction
intensity
共LEED-IV兲, in which structural models for the three phases
have been proposed. The phases had 1/5-monolayer 共ML兲,
1/3-ML, and 1/2-ML of Sn, where ML is defined as the surface density of Cu atoms on the Cu共001兲-1 ⫻ 1 surface.
Thenceforth, the Sn/Cu共001兲 surfaces have been studied by
several methods, such as scanning tunneling microscopy
共STM兲, LEED, and surface x-ray diffraction 共SXRD兲 for
each phase.8,18–22 These studies clarified that the surface
structures of the 1/5-ML and 1/3-ML Sn/Cu共001兲 are stable
below ⬃450 K.20 Whereas, the surface of the 1/2-ML Sn/
Cu共001兲 shows a temperature induced reversible phase transition as described above.8,13,14
Recently, a new phase has been reported between the
1/3-ML and 1/2-ML Sn/Cu共001兲 surfaces by means of
LEED, SXRD, and STM.20–22 J. M. Blanco et al.20 showed
in their LEED observation that the surface of the new phase
has 共 −04 42 兲 periodicity at 300 K. They also claimed that the
LEED pattern showed a p共2 ⫻ 2兲 structure at 440 K. Nara et
al.21 reported its atomic image at room temperature 共RT兲
using STM and proposed a simple model of the Sn arrangement at the surface with Sn coverage of 3/8 ML.21,22 How1098-0121/2009/79共11兲/115449共7兲

ever, the nature of the structural transition above RT has been
unclear.
It is important that the origin of the structural transitions
for the Sn/Cu共001兲 surface alloy systems is clarified. Concerning 1/2–ML Sn/Cu共001兲, the surface shows the structural
transition at 360 K accompanied with a gap formation of the
electronic states at surface Brillouin-zone 共SBZ兲 edge.8,13,14
Blanco et al. claimed that the transition is attributed to
Peierls-type charge density wave 共CDW兲.8,13 The type of
CDW strongly depends on the strength of electron-phonon
coupling.11 In the case of weak-coupling, CDW correlation
length is much longer than the CDW period. On the other
hand, strong-coupling CDW is characterized by a wide band
gap and a short CDW correlation length. In Ref. 11, the
CDW transition for In and Sn on Cu共001兲 surfaces was classified into a new category with a strong coupling and a long
CDW correlation length. Recently, however, the authors’
group has shown that the phase transition in 1/2-ML Sn/
Cu共001兲 is inconsistent with the exiting views of CDW.14
In the present paper, we report the surface structure and
electronic states of 3/8-ML Sn/Cu共001兲 surface, and discuss
the origins of the structural transition and changes in electronic states. The surface atomic image has been taken by
means of STM at RT. The modification of the surface periodicity has been investigated by LEED observations between
125 K and 425 K. The 3/8-ML Sn/Cu共001兲 surface shows the
reversible phase transition, in which the 共 −04 42 兲 periodicity at
the low-temperature 共LT兲 phase becomes the 共1 ⫻ 1兲 periodicity at the high-temperature 共HT兲 phase. The observed periodicity at the HT phase in the present study is different from
that reported previously.20 Critical exponent for the structural
transition has been explored by observing the temperature
dependence of the LEED intensity. The valence electronic
states were measured by an angle-resolved photoemission
spectroscopy 共ARPES兲. We focused on a tin-induced surface
resonance band, which crosses the Fermi energy in the ¯⌫M
direction in the HT phase. This band has an energy gap in the
LT phase as in the case of the 1/2-ML Sn/Cu共001兲.8,13,14
II. EXPERIMENT

Experiments using ARPES and LEED were performed in
an ultrahigh-vacuum system with a base pressure lower than
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FIG. 1. Schematic model of the surface structure. Gray and
white circles denote Sn and Cu atoms, respectively. Dashed lines
show 共1 ⫻ 1兲 lattice of the Cu共001兲 surface. The parallelogram indicates the unit cell of the surface.

1.0⫻ 10−10 Torr. Prior to deposition, a Cu共001兲 single crystal substrate was prepared by several cycles of 1 keV Ar+
sputtering and subsequent annealing up to 870 K in a few
minutes. Orderliness and cleanliness of the surface were
checked by a sharp 共1 ⫻ 1兲 LEED pattern and an x-ray photoemission spectroscopy 共XPS兲. Tin was then deposited onto
the surface kept at RT from an alumina crucible heated with
a tantalum filament at a rate below 0.01 ML/min. At this
stage, 1/3-ML, 3/8-ML, and 1/2-ML Sn/Cu共001兲 domains
coexist on the surface even if the deposition rate is carefully
controlled as reported in the previous STM and LEED
observations.21 Thus, in the present study, the surface after
the Sn deposition was annealed at 405 K for five minutes to
prepare a well-ordered wide terrace of 3/8-ML Sn/Cu共001兲.
In the ARPES measurements, we used an angular mode of
a hemispherical electron energy analyzer 共VG SCIENTA
SES100兲 with unpolarized He II 共h = 40.82 eV兲 radiation as
a photon source. The sample temperature during the ARPES
measurement was set to 425 K 共HT兲, 360 K 共MT兲, RT, and
125 K 共LT兲. The LEED patterns were observed in the same
temperature range. The surface structure was observed using
STM 共Omicron, Micro-STM兲 in another ultrahigh-vacuum
chamber at RT. All the measurements were finished in 48 h
after the Sn deposition. After the measurement, surface contamination was checked by means of LEED and XPS. For
the temperature dependence of the LEED pattern, the patterns were observed in the same temperature range within 3 h
after the surface was made. In addition, we confirmed that
high-resolution STM images can be taken in 72 h after the
Sn deposition.
Energy band dispersion for the wave vector parallel to the
surface 共k储兲 can be obtained from the ARPES spectra using
the following formula: k储 = 0.512冑共h − EB − EW兲, where EB is
a binding energy and EW is a work function of the sample.
The work function was experimentally determined from the
cut-off energy of secondary photoelectrons.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Structure

First, we summarize the structure of 3/8-ML Sn/Cu共001兲
surface studied by STM at RT.21 Fig. 1 shows a schematic
model of the surface structure. The structure is completely

different from those reported for the 1/3-ML and 1/2-ML
Sn/Cu共001兲. The height of the protrusions in the STM image
shown in Ref. 21 is the same as that of the Sn atoms on the
1/2-ML Sn/Cu共001兲. The observed protrusions on the surface
was thus identified as Sn atoms embedded into the first layer
of Cu substrate as on the 1/2-ML Sn/Cu共001兲 surface. In the
model, we arbitrarily extract some of the surface Cu atoms to
make the Sn position consistent with the observed STM image. Parallelogram drawn in the figure indicates a unit cell of
the structure. A periodicity of this model corresponds to
共 −04 42 兲 structure, which agrees with the reported LEED
pattern.20 The Sn atom replacing the Cu atom at the center of
the unit cell 共labeled A兲 locates at a position slightly shifted
toward 关11̄0兴 direction. The Sn coverage for this model is
3/8-ML, and is smaller than that estimated only from the
deposition rate in the former report.20 On the other hand,
these surface structure and Sn-coverage for 3/8-ML Sn/
Cu共001兲 agree with the results by Lallo et al.22
We continuously observed the LEED pattern from the
3/8-ML Sn/Cu共001兲 surface between 125 K and 425 K to
study the phase transition. Figs. 2共a兲 and 2共b兲 show typical
LEED patterns at 125 K and 425 K, respectively. These patterns were taken at primary electron beam energy 125 eV.
The 共 −04 42 兲 periodicity with two domains has been observed
at 125 K, and a 共1 ⫻ 1兲 LEED pattern appears at 425 K. The
observed periodicity of the surface in the HT phase is different from the previously observed one, p共2 ⫻ 2兲, while the
periodicity in the LT phase is the same as the previous one.20
We will discuss the discrepancy at the end of this subsection.
It is impossible to make a 共1 ⫻ 1兲 ordered structure in the
HT phase by moving surface Sn atoms of 3/8-ML coverage
in the LT structural model shown in Fig. 1 with the 共 −04 42 兲
periodicity. We consider that the mono-layer Sn coverage
must be needed for making a 共1 ⫻ 1兲 ordered structure at HT
phase. This obviously contradicts the density of the Sn atoms
at the surface. Thus, the most plausible transition is that between the low-temperature ordered structure and hightemperature thermally-disordered one without a long-range
order. The observed 共1 ⫻ 1兲 LEED pattern in the HT phase
should originate from the Cu共001兲-共1 ⫻ 1兲 substrate.
Fig. 3共a兲 shows observed temperature dependence of the
LEED-spot intensity 共I-T兲. The raw data of the 共3/4 0兲 spot
intensity, which is attributed to the ordered structure of
3/8-ML Sn/Cu共001兲, are given as solid circles in the figure.
The intensity gradually decreases with increasing temperature, drastically reduces above 360 K, and finally disappears
around 385 K. Note that the intensity below 385 K is continuously varied. We confirmed that the intensity change is
reversible without hysteresis within our experimental accuracy. This behavior allows us to interpret the phase transition
as second-order transition.
We corrected the Debye-Waller factor in the raw I-T data
to discuss the critical exponent of the phase transition. Here,
we used the low-temperature 共280–330 K兲 part of the data by
fitting them to a decaying exponential function to obtain the
curve for the correction. The corrected I-T data are shown in
Fig. 3共a兲 as open circles.
We analyzed the corrected I-T curve derived from the 共3/4
0兲 diffraction intensity using a power law function, I共T兲
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FIG. 3. 共a兲 Solid and open circles show the LEED intensities of
the 共3/4 0兲 spots for the 3/8-ML Sn/Cu共001兲 surface as a function of
temperature without and with the Debye-Waller correction, respectively. Dashed line indicates the curve fitted to a power law function; I共T兲 ⬀ 共1 − T / TC兲2␤ with TC = 381 K and ␤ = 0.13. 共b兲 Logarithmic intensity versus logarithmic 共1 − T / TC兲 below the transition
temperature. Solid lines indicate the fitted line with the power law.

(01)

(10)
FIG. 2. LEED patterns from the 3/8-ML Sn/Cu共001兲 surface at
the HT 共425 K兲 and LT 共125 K兲 phases. The primary electron energy was set to 共a兲 and 共b兲 125 eV and 共c兲 70 eV.

⬀ 共1 − T / TC兲2␤. Here, ␤ is a critical exponent, and TC is an
order-disorder transition temperature.23,24 It is noted that the
power law is applicable to the I-T curve only in the vicinity
of TC of the second-order phase transition. Thus, we used the
following process in the analysis. First, the TC was estimated
to be 381⫾ 1 K as the inflection point on the I-T curve,
which was determined by taking its derivative. Next, the
logarithmic intensity versus the logarithmic 共1 − T / TC兲 below
the transition temperature was plotted as in Fig. 3共b兲. In the
fitting procedure, we used the data only between 335 and 381
K, just below the critical temperature. The critical exponent
␤ was fixed to be ␤ = 0.13⫾ 0.02 as a slope of the logarithmic plot. The obtained I-T curve shown by dashed line in
Fig. 3共a兲 reproduces the experimental result well. We also
analyzed the LEED intensity of the 共3/4 1/8兲 diffraction spot,
which is also attributed to the ordered structure of 3/8-ML
Sn/Cu共001兲. The obtained TC and critical exponent ␤ agree
with the above values within the error. The ␤ value supports
that the 3/8-ML Sn/Cu共001兲 surface shows the second-order
transition. The transition temperature thus obtained is

slightly higher than that of 1/2-ML Sn/Cu共001兲, in which the
LT 共3冑2 ⫻ 冑2兲R45° phase reversibly changes to the HT 共冑2
⫻ 冑2兲R45° phase at ⬃360 K.8
For order-disorder transitions, values of critical exponent
␤ are 1/8, 1/9, and 1/12 for the two-dimensional Ising,
3-states and 4-states Potts universality classes, respectively.25
The observed order-disorder transition of 3/8-ML Sn/
Cu共001兲 surface may fall into the universality class of the
two-dimensional Ising or 3-states Potts models. For 0.63-ML
In-adsorbed Cu共001兲 surface, which also shows orderdisorder transition between the LT c共4 ⫻ 4兲 phase and the HT
p共2 ⫻ 2兲 phase at 345 K, the critical exponent ␤ was estimated to be 0.15⫾ 0.19.9 The ␤ for 3/8-ML Sn/Cu共001兲
roughly agrees with the ␤ for 0.63-ML In/Cu共001兲.
In the last of this subsection, we briefly discuss the discrepancy of the periodicity in the HT phase between the
present work 共1 ⫻ 1兲 and the previous result p共2 ⫻ 2兲 reported in Ref. 20. In our LEED study, the 共1 ⫻ 1兲 LEED
pattern was always observed in the HT phase when the primary beam energy was fixed between 40 and 200 eV, even at
the same energy in Ref. 20. For example, we show the result
at 70 eV in Fig. 2共c兲. Thus, the discrepancy is not caused by
the difference of the beam energy.
Any ordered 共2 ⫻ 2兲 or 共2 ⫻ 1兲 periodicity cannot be made
on the 3/8-ML Sn/Cu共001兲 surface because of the inconsistency of the density of the Sn atoms on the surface as discussed for the 共1 ⫻ 1兲 structure. Note that the single domain
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of the LT phase does not yield the 共1/2 1/2兲 LEED spots. The
observed 共1/2 1/2兲 and 共1/2 0兲 spots in the LEED pattern of
the LT phase originate from the 2 ⫻ 4 periodicity with two
domains. Thus, the 共1/2 1/2兲 spots could appear from the 2
⫻ 4 periodicity with two domains at a high temperature if the
periodicity of the LT phase remains only in the Sn atoms
located at the 共2 ⫻ 4兲 positions and the other Sn atoms are
disordered. This structure is, however, not an ordered surface
structure.
Experimentally, we point out the difference in the Sn coverage on the surface between the present study and that in
Ref. 20. In our study, the coverage is 3/8 ML, which was
determined by the STM observation and is consistent with
the estimation by the deposition rate. Whereas in the reported
study in Ref. 20, the Sn coverage for 3/8-ML Sn/Cu共001兲
was assigned 0.45-ML by the deposition rate.20 In the STM
study for more than 0.4-ML Sn coverage, we confirmed that
the surface consists of both 3/8-ML and 1/2-ML Sn/Cu共001兲
domains.21 For the 0.45-ML surface over 360 K, the c共2
⫻ 2兲 LEED pattern from the HT phases of the 1/2-ML Sn/
Cu共001兲 domains should be mixed with the 共1 ⫻ 1兲 pattern.
The 共1/2 1/2兲 spots reported in the Ref. 20 can be interpreted
as those from the HT phase of 1/2-ML Sn/Cu共001兲. However, the existence of 共1/2 0兲 spots cannot be explained by
the simple mixture model of the 3/8-ML and 1/2-ML Sn/
Cu共001兲 domains.
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The electronic structure of 3/8-ML Sn/Cu共001兲 was investigated by ARPES. We rotated the polar 共兲 and azimuthal
angles 共兲 of the sample. Fig. 4共a兲 shows SBZ’s for 3/8-ML
¯ M direction兲 is defined
Sn/Cu共001兲. Here, 关100兴 direction 共⌫
as the azimuthal angle  = 0°. The gray line denotes the SBZ
for the 1 ⫻ 1 HT phase. The SBZ’s for two domains of the
LT phase with the 共 −04 42 兲 periodicity are shown as thin gray
共green兲 and dashed 共blue兲 lines.
Figs. 4共b兲 and 4共c兲 show the ARPES results of 3/8-ML
Sn/Cu共001兲 for the HT and LT phases, respectively. These
were taken on the line 共l兲 共 = 0°兲 in ¯⌫M direction of SBZ
shown in Fig. 4共a兲. A dispersive band as marked with triangle symbols, which crosses EF, is seen in the HT phase.
The dispersion agrees with the free-electron-like behavior.
On the other hand, the band folds back at LT. It is noted that
the bands due to Cu 3d states were excited by coexisting
He II␤ radiation and detected in the spectra as marked with
short line symbols.
The energy band dispersion 共2nd derivative兲 images and
the energy distribution curves 共EDC’s兲 of the spectral intensity measured at HT, 360 K 共MT兲, RT, and LT are drawn in
left and right panels in Figs. 5共a兲–5共d兲, respectively. At MT,
the intensity of the 共 −04 42 兲 LEED spots are ⬃40% reduced
关see Fig. 3共a兲兴. In the HT phase, a dispersive band crossing
EF was detected as shown in Fig. 5共a兲. For 1/2-ML Sn/
Cu共001兲, a similar band crossing the Fermi level is known
and identified as an sp-like surface resonance band.8,11,13
Here, we also call this band for 3/8-ML Sn/Cu共001兲 S band
as in 1/2–ML one. The Sn-induced sp-like surface resonance
bands in the same direction also appear for the clean

27.1o

1.5 1.0 0.5 0.0

Binding energy (eV)

FIG. 4. 共Color online兲 共a兲 Surface Brillouin zones 共SBZ’s兲.
Thick gray line denotes 共1 ⫻ 1兲. Thin gray 共green兲 and dashed 共blue兲
lines show the SBZ’s of 3/8-ML Sn/Cu共001兲, where the lines represent two different domains. Unshaded areas denote bulk band
gaps. Line 共l兲 corresponds to the range of the measurement with
azimuthal angle  = 0°. 共b兲, 共c兲 ARPES spectra 共h = 40.82 eV兲 for
3/8-ML Sn/Cu共001兲 at 425 K 共HT phase兲 and at 125 K 共LT phase兲,
respectively. The ARPES spectra were taken along line 共l兲 shown in
Fig. 4共b兲. Triangle symbols denote the Sn-induced surface resonance bands. Short line symbols are attributed to Cu 3d states excited by He II␤ radiation.

Cu共001兲, 1/5-ML, and 1/3-ML Sn/Cu共001兲 surfaces,14 and
slightly depend on the surface structure. This is because the
wave function of the S band penetrates into the bulk.11 Consequently, the S band can appear for the disordered surface in
the HT phase.
The dispersion of the S band continuously changes with
decreasing temperature from the HT to LT phases as in Figs.
5共a兲–5共d兲. Triangles in the EDC spectra show the peak positions which are marked on the basis of the 2nd derivative
images. The bands observed at RT and LT fold back with an
energy gap 0.41 eV and 0.50 eV below EF, respectively.
Here, the gap energy was estimated from the peak position of
EDC’s. The backfolding band originates from the ordered
area with the 共 −04 42 兲 periodicity. At MT, two component dispersions can be recognized as indicated by the dark area of
the 2nd derivative images and the triangles in Fig. 5. The
dispersion crossing EF agrees with that in the HT phase
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FIG. 5. 共Color online兲 共a兲-共d兲 Experimental energy band dispersions 共2nd derivative兲 and the energy distribution curves 共EDC’s兲 of
the spectral intensity for 3/8-ML Sn/Cu共001兲 at 425 K 共HT兲, 360 K
共MT兲, RT, and 125 K 共LT兲, respectively, named as S. Bands lying
around 1.0 eV are bulk electronic states exited by He II␤ radiation
along the ¯⌫M symmetry direction of the SBZ. Vertical dashed line
共black兲 in 共a兲 represents the position of the Fermi wave number kF
of S band. Vertical bold dashed line 共green兲 shows the position of
the SBZ boundary for the LT phase. Triangle symbols in the right
panels denote the S bands.

shown in 共a兲. Another one folds back at the vicinity of kF
with the energy gap opening 共⬃0.4 eV兲 below EF. The temperature dependence of the band dispersions indicates that
the energy gap opens almost at TC of the structural transition
and increases with decreasing the temperature.
We investigated the S band in the HT phase for several
selected azimuthal angles 共兲 with respect to the ¯⌫M direction. The sample temperature was kept at 425 K during the
measurements. In Fig. 6共a兲, the solid lines denote the selected ’s. The dispersions of the S band in the HT phase on
these lines are exhibited in Fig. 6共b兲. The S bands measured

at  = 6 and 12° cross EF while the band at  = 22° has an
energy gap. This behavior is similar to the band structure
reported for the In/Cu共001兲 surface alloy.10 In Fig. 6共b兲, a Cu
bulk band was also observed, and the intensity of its signal
increases with approaching to ¯⌫X symmetry axis.10,26
The Fermi surface of the S band for 3/8-ML Sn/Cu共001兲
in the HT phase can be drawn using the obtained values of
kF. In Fig. 6共a兲, kF at each  is marked as a solid circle, and
a possible Fermi surface of the S band is shown as a solid
curve. Here, it is assumed that the shape of the Fermi surface
has a free–electron-like circle. The estimated radius is
⬃1.38 Å−1 and smaller than that of the 1/2-ML
Sn/Cu共001兲.8,13
We measured the dispersions of the S band for the LT
phase at several ’s. The S band in the LT phase always
folds back in the vicinity of kF for the HT phase as shown in
Figs. 6共c兲 for  = 3 , 6 , 11°. The observed energy gap below
EF is commonly ⬃0.5 eV. The experimental results clearly
indicate that the electronic state of the 3/8–ML Sn/Cu共001兲
surface significantly changes with the order-disorder transition.
In the images of the dispersions, vertical solid lines denote the positions of kF of the S band in the HT phase, and
vertical bold dashed lines 共green and blue兲 represent the positions of the SBZ edge for the 共 −04 42 兲 phase. The band can
fold back at the SBZ edge. It is noted that there are several
SBZ edges in the measured regions for  = 3 and 6° because
of the existence of the two domains in the LT phase. For 
= 11°, the SBZ edges are not included in the measured range.
In the case of  = 3°, there are three SBZ edges in the observed k space. One of them is close to kF for the HT phase
and the other two edges are located at lower and higher wave
number sides compared with kF, respectively. Here, kF for
 = 3°, which corresponds to ⬃1.38 Å−1, is extrapolated
from the circular Fermi surface as shown in Fig. 6共a兲. Consequently, it is difficult to fix whether the S band folds back
at kF for the HT phase or the SBZ edge. On the other hand,
in the cases of  = 6° and 11°, the S band folds back in the
vicinity of kF while the SBZ edges of the LT phase are considerably away from kF at  = 6 and 11°.
As mentioned in Sec. I, the energy gap appears in the S
band of 1/2-ML Sn/Cu共001兲 only at the SBZ edge of the LT
3冑2 phase. It diminishes when the k vector leaves from the
¯⌫M direction.8,13,14 This is quite in contrast to the present
results in 3/8-ML Sn/Cu共001兲. Below TC, the S band of
3/8-ML Sn/Cu共001兲 always folds back in the vicinity of kF
for the HT phase irrespective of the position of the SBZ
edges. In addition, the amplitude of the energy gap for the
band at each  is roughly the same. We consider that the
electronic energy plays an important role in the structural
transition because the structural transition occurs to minimize the total free energy of the system including both lattice
and electrons. The energy gap formation of the S band decreases the electronic energy, and favors the structural transition. At present, however, there is no explanation for the
gap formation at the points far from the SBZ edge in k space
for the order-disorder transition. The exiting CDW scenarios
are inconsistent with the observed results as described in the
following subsection. The surface lattice and electronic
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FIG. 6. 共Color online兲 共a兲 Magnified SBZ focusing around the M symmetry point. Thick gray
lines show the SBZ for the 1 ⫻ 1 surface. Thin
gray 共green兲 and dashed 共blue兲 lines denote the
SBZ of 3/8-ML Sn/Cu共001兲 with two domains in
the LT phase. Circular symbols indicate the positions of kF for S bands obtained from the ARPES
measurement with selected azimuthal angles 共兲
in the HT phase. Extrapolated Fermi surface of
the S bands is drawn by solid curve. 共b兲 Electronic band dispersions 共2nd derivative兲 for
3/8-ML Sn/Cu共001兲 at 425 K 共HT phase兲 for the
selected ’s. Solid lines denote the positions of
kF. 共c兲 Dispersions of the surface resonance bands
at 125 K 共LT phase兲 for the selected ’s. Gray
dashed 共blue and green dashed兲 lines are guides
for eye on the SBZ edges of LT phase.
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structures should be investigated in detail to clarify the origin
of the gap formation.

C. Comparison with CDW scenario

In the last subsection, we compare the observed structural
transition for the 3/8-ML Sn/Cu共001兲 surface with the CDW
scenario as in Ref. 14. The CDW nature is classified into
three categories, i.e., the weak coupling CDW with long coherence, the strong-coupling CDW with short or long
coherence.11
One of the important features for the weak-coupling
CDW mechanism is Fermi surface nesting due to weak
electron-phonon coupling. As shown in Fig. 4, in ¯⌫M direction, the S band folds back at kF for the HT phase, which is
the vicinity of the SBZ edge at LT phase. However, for 
= 3 , 6 , 11° in Fig. 6, the folding back points are away from
the SBZ edges for LT phase. These indicate that the nesting
condition is satisfied only at a small fraction around ¯⌫M
direction. It is, therefore, considered that the gain of energy
by the Fermi surface nesting is not sufficient for the structural phase transition. In addition, the gap energy below
Fermi level is ⬃0.5 eV at LT phase. In the theory of weakcoupling CDW, the gap energy ⌬ is described by the formula
⌬ = 1.76kBTC.27,28 However, the observed value of ⌬ is much
larger than that estimated from the observed TC using this
formula. Thus, the weak-coupling CDW is inconsistent with
the observed results.

A narrow area of the 3/8-ML Sn/Cu共001兲 structure in
1/2-ML Sn/Cu structure was previously reported in Ref. 21.
Fig. 7 exhibits an STM image with a very small 3/8-ML
Sn/Cu共001兲 domain 共⬃2.5⫻ 1.5 nm2兲, named A, surrounded
by a disordered area. The observed protrusions on the surface
can be identified as Sn atoms embedded into the first layer of
Cu substrate. The parallelogram denotes the unit cell of the
共 −04 42 兲 structure. Only 1 ⬃ 2 periodic structures of 3/8-ML
Sn/Cu共001兲 phase exist within the area A. If the 共 −04 42 兲 structure is due to the CDW, this result indicates its correlation
length 共兲 to be as short as 1.5⬃ 2.5 nm. Thus, the observed
narrow structure disagrees with both the weak-coupling and
strong-coupling CDWs with a long correlation length.

3 nm

[10

0]

FIG. 7. 共Color online兲 STM image of coexisting surface of
3/8-ML and disordered Sn/Cu共001兲 areas. Parallelogram in the domain A denote the unit cell of 3/8-ML Sn/Cu共001兲.
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The strong-coupling CDW with short coherence cannot
explain the observed gap extending ␦k in the k space
共⬃0.1 Å−1兲 and the gap energy 共0.5 eV兲, which are evaluated from the S band shape for LT phase shown in Fig. 5.
The gap extending ⬃0.1 Å−1 means that the CDW correlation length should be longer than ⬃6 nm by 2 / . This
value is longer than the observed domain size. In other
words, if the 3/8-ML Sn/Cu共001兲 phase is interpreted as the
strong-coupling CDW with a short correlation length as short
as ⬃2 nm, the gap extending in reciprocal space and the top
of the S band should be more than 0.3 Å−1 and 2 eV below
EF, respectively. Furthermore, the band gap opens at almost
the same temperature of the structural phase transition,
which also disagrees with the feature of the strong-coupling
CDW with short coherence. Thus, the phase transition cannot
be interpreted by any type of the existing CDW models.
IV. CONCLUSION

The structural and electronic properties have been studied
using STM, LEED, and ARPES for 3/8-ML Sn/Cu共001兲 surface. It is shown by the LEED observations that the surface
shows a temperature induced reversible structural transition
between 共 −04 42 兲 periodicity in the LT phase and 共1 ⫻ 1兲 peri-
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